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Dear Member,
Customer service comes with highly impressive messages in
the run-up to the closure of the consumer contract for a sale of
goods or services. All advertising scripts will contain comforting
assurances ranging across the spectrum of offering the very
best of high-quality support, with only the customer in mind, in
terms of speedy accessibility, from concerned, highly trained
agents who will deal with you personally and in confidence on
any matter. Far too often those assurances have proven to be
short on truth and, in terms of value to the consumer, entirely
worthless.
Of course, this is not new, it is a factor of the average
consumer’s life and, predominantly, is why we have, and sorely
need, rights and legislative provisions to support the consumer
when things go wrong and they are denied their entitlement.
The Chairman and I were recently asked what role the
Consumers’ Association of Ireland (CAI) had to play in the Irish
consumer landscape and specifically in terms of advocacy. We
gave examples of how, staying with recent activities, we had
sought legislation to give consumers rights in terms of ticket
touting, credit notes, gift vouchers and numerous

other initiatives we had lobbied for in the absence of effective
- or any - enforcement activities, challenge or initiative from
regulators.
Moving on, this, in turn, brought us to the matter of
our lobbying, since 2009, for a collective redress mechanism
for Irish consumers and, notably, with the CAI as a notified
and supported body in terms of capacity and funding - as is
recommended now by the European Commission. This we had
to advise, following 12 years lobbying effort of our 55 years of
existence, remains to be unaddressed and is work in progress.
We have now, despite the EC recommendation, and in
the absence of any contact from any Government Department
or representative, now undertaken to respond to Minister Troy’s
public consultation on the Directive on Representative Actions.
One step forward.
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News Briefs by Dermott Jewell

NEWS BRIEFS

By Now – You Should Know Better
Klarna is a Swedish, privately owned, fintech company that provides a
‘buy now, pay later’ service to consumers. It allows shoppers to split up
payments for a purchase over short instalments – and is operating in a
growing and fiercely competitive area. Klarna is currently valued at €26
billion. The company is now expanding from its offering from providing
credit for shopping into broader digital banking and payment services.
Irish consumers are experiencing the loss and closure of traditional banking outlets and services and opting for new platforms such as Revolut
and Stripe. This, to a good degree, explains why this is happening. The
company’s claim to success is that it solves problems for consumers and
retailers. The consumer demand is rapidly changing and includes a
requirement for total transparency from any organisation providing them
with financial and related services. Klarna view the new demands, in
terms of banking, shopping and paying must reflect the way consumers
now live their lives. This is not provided by what they describe as ‘outdated
traditional models’. To that end they are putting their money where it
counts, is visible and currently contribute 1% of their money raised to
global sustainability initiatives.
		
However, realistically, all of this must come with a
warning. This is a credit facilitator that makes shopping easy and debt a
factor of life. History has shown the serious issues that fall from borrowing
of every kind and why we have regulation to ensure protection of consumers in financial service provision.

No 28, Third Rooftop On the Left,
Please……
Volocopter is a German urban air mobility company that is focussed
on providing a ‘flying taxi’ service, to be known and launched as
Volocity. The company, which was established in 2011, has received a
design organisation approval from the European Union Aviation Safety
Agency. While the organisation is, to a degree, still in a start-up capacity, it is nonetheless setting its commercial launch date for its aircraft
within the next two years. It has attracted a new funding stream of
almost €200 million, which has moved it forward in its designing and
manufacturing of electric vertical take-off and landing aircraft. As with
a taxi service currently enjoyed by consumers, Volocopter will carry a
small number of passengers on short journeys around cities and their
surrounding areas. The company has now raised a total of almost €325
million and has confirmed that the investments to date bring it closer
toward having its aircraft certified for commercial operations. The taxi
service is not the only level of experience for the company, as Volocity
will be the fifth generation of aircraft from the company but the first
certified air taxi for cities. It currently can claim to be the leading
electric air taxi company to have publicly performed flights in cities,
including test flights in Dubai, Singapore, Stuttgart and Helsinki, around
the world and with full regulatory approval. Existing investors include
Intel and Daimler. With the mindset of onwards as much as upwards,
the company is also building the Volodrone, which will operate a drone
service for the delivery of goods. Really!!

A WIT I.T. TEAM
The ‘Prime’ project team at Waterford Institute of Technology’s Telecommunications
Software & Systems Group (TSSG) is leading a new EU-funded project, focussed toward
the treatment and suppression of seizures. The team has been awarded €4.4 million
under the EU’s Future and Emerging Technologies (FET) programme to develop what
would be a brain implant. The aim is to develop a diagnostic and therapeutic treatment
for epilepsy and other neurological conditions. This will be done by implanting engineered biological cells in the brain that will act as bio-computers to treat and suppress
impending seizures. The focus here is impressive because, if the treatment can suppress
chronic and recurring seizures, it could provide life-changing opportunities to allow
people with epilepsy to perform jobs operating machinery, driving a vehicle, working
at heights or near open water – all of which would be currently, specifically restricted.
There have been previous implant devices that, for example, offered epilepsy patients the
means to interrupt seizures, but only after they began. The goal here is to provide the
means to intervene in advance and, impressively, to the point where patients would not
be affected in any way or be aware of the necessary intervention. The team considerations include a personalised element to accommodate the different types and levels of
seizures experienced by individual epilepsy patients. This is a four-year project with a
specific initial focus toward epilepsy but with consideration for the potential to also treat
other neurological disorders, including Parkinson’s disease and certain types of cancer.
April 2021 www.thecai.ie
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Motivating Music
Courtesy of Silicon Republic, I see that Rothco is a Dublin-based
creative and advertising agency that is part of Accenture
Interactive. It has developed an original algorithm that could
analyse the lyrics of songs and look for patterns of repetition
that would be used to train specific speech sounds. In March,
through a partnership with Warner Music, Apple Music and
Accenture Interactive, Apple Music launched what it refers to as
custom-built ‘saylists’ that feature popular music tracks that “can
help with the repetition of difficult syllables, words and phrases”.
These say/playlists are centred around commonly challenging

speech sounds, such as ‘CH’, ‘D’, ‘F’, ‘G’, ‘K’, ‘L’, ‘R’, ‘S’, ‘Z’ and ‘T’. The
process resulted in a list of 173 songs being selected by Warner
Music and speech and language therapist Anna Biavati-Smith to
create the initial ten ‘saylists’.
		
The songs featured include Don’t Start Now by Dua
Lipa for the ‘D’ playlist, Good As Hell by Lizzo for the ‘G’ playlist
and Right Here, Right Now by Fatboy Slim for the ‘R’ playlist. Well
done to all concerned. This is a wonderful initiative focussing,
very much, on children and helping them to be happy – and
vocal!

THE STONES – YES, QUITE OLD – BUT EFFECTIVE!
A new study has found that stone tool technologies are likely to be tens of
thousands of years older than once thought. Researchers from the University of
Kent and the Biology Centre of the Czech Academy of Sciences have discovered
this by using statistical modelling techniques that have only recently been introduced to archaeological science. Oldowan and Acheulean are the two oldestknown stone tool industries, believed to date as far back as 2.5 million years ago.
They mark a significant and major milestone in human evolutionary history.
The models estimated that Oldowan stone tools originated between 2.617 million and 2.644 million years ago, which is between 36,000 and 63,000 years earlier than current evidence. Meanwhile, the Acheulean’s origin was pushed back
further by at least 55,000 years to between 1.815 million and 1.823 million years
ago. It is important to understand that these were the stone tools that allowed
our early ancestors to ultimately produce wooden tools, to access new food types
and that opened up and increased the processing of animal carcasses. The new
findings widen the time frame of the associated evolution of human technological capabilities.

				
I Did Not See That Coming...
In the US, Walmart has led the way in taking a new approach to unwanted
returns purchased online and many other of the larger retailers are
following suit. Figures released by the company clarify that the cost of returning a product costs 59% of the original sale price to the company and
so the decision has been made that, for certain products, the consumer
will be told to keep the item in addition to getting their refund. Unsurprisingly, this news has come as the best Covid-related effect – ever! With
the elation comes a warning though. Purchasing data, legitimately held
on accounts for purchasing detail, security and history, will be reviewed
to ensure that, where a frequency develops or becomes apparant, not
only will the free stuff stop but so too will access through that account/address. Spreading a little happiness.
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FOOD & HEALTH/News

by Clodagh O’Donoghue

Food & Health
News
Consumer food safety complaints in 2020
Throughout the Covid-19 pandemic last
year, the Food Safety Authority of Ireland
(FSAI) continued to operate its Advice Line,
recording and following up on consumer
complaints about food safety and hygiene in
food businesses. In 2020, the FSAI handled
2,772 consumer complaints, 34% of which
related to unfit food (937 complaints) while
30% concerned poor hygiene standards
(823 complaints). The 2020 complaints total
represented a drop from 3,460 consumer
complaints in 2019 but this reduction largely
reflects the impact of the pandemic, with
many food businesses shut for long periods
during the year.
		
The FSAI notes that there were
frequent incidents of contamination of food
with foreign objects, including allegations of
food containing insects, plastics, hair, small
pieces of stone, moths, and rodent droppings.
Other examples include sharp glass in soup
and fried noodles, live insects crawling
through rice, and snails in a packet of spinach
and a bag of frozen fruits.
		
Among complaints relating to poor
hygiene standards in food premises were
evidence of rodent activity and live mice in a
café, the smell of sewage, a lack of hot water
for hand washing, and inadequate personal

hygiene practices, with staff handling food
directly after handling cash without washing
their hands.
		
In 2020, consumers also
complained of suspected food poisoning (429
complaints) while there were 100 complaints
of incorrect information on food labelling
and 78 complaints relating to non-display of
allergen information.
		
According to FSAI Chief Executive Dr
Pamela Byrne, “the consistently high number
of complaints shows us that consumers are
continuing to grow increasingly aware of their
right to safe food, and also the food safety and
hygiene standards which should be in place
across all food businesses”. The FSAI Advice
Line is open from 10am to 4pm weekdays,
is manned by trained advisors and food
scientists and can be reached at info@fsai.ie or
through the ‘make a complaint’ section of the
FSAI website at fsai.ie.
		
Separately, the FSAI noted a
significant increase in the number of
unregistered food businesses operating in
the country in 2020. Last year, investigations
were carried out into 47 unregistered food
businesses, compared with 19 in 2019. Food
law requires all food businesses, big or small,
to be notified to the relevant competent

authority prior to operating in order to ensure
food safety and to safeguard consumer health.
The unregistered food businesses uncovered
in 2020 were operating illegally without the
knowledge or supervision of the competent
authorities and, in some cases, were
established in domestic kitchens or private
homes with inadequate food safety processes,
procedures and facilities in place, as a result of
the temporary closure of the food business in
which the people were employed due to the
Covid-19 restrictions. The FSAI investigations
resulted in a number of Closure Orders,
Compliance Notices and Prohibition Orders
and led to 17 tonnes of unfit and/or unsafe food
being taken off the Irish market. The FSAI’s Dr
Byrne notes that many of these unregistered
businesses use social media platforms like
Facebook and Instagram to advertise their
food products and urges consumers to be
vigilant and to only buy from reputable food
businesses.

Updated e-learning tool for young people
Last month, all-island organisation safefood
launched a new, free e-learning education tool
aimed at young people to teach them basic
food safety skills. Titled ‘safefood for life’, the
programme covers such practical topics as
basic food hygiene, food preparation, food
allergens and cleaning. Students wishing
to take their training further can opt to take
an online exam, with successful candidates
receiving certification recognised by the food
industry.
		
Since 2005, over 39,000 ‘safefood
for life’ exams have been completed with
students achieving a certificate in food
hygiene that is endorsed by the Environmental
Health Association of Ireland (EHAI). This
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certificate helps students to obtain part-time
jobs in food-related businesses and can act
as a stepping stone to a career in the food
industry. The programme has been updated
and refreshed to make it more engaging for
students and teachers with more video and
interactive content and to better adapt the
resource to a blended learning style that
encompasses both remote learning at home
and classroom-based learning at school.
		
The education resource is made up
of ten 45-minute lessons covering such topics
as food hygiene, bacteria, food delivery and
storage, personal hygiene, premises, cleaning
and food allergens. Each lesson features
animations, videos, mini games and quizzes,

all aimed at teaching and engaging students.
Fiona Byrne of the EHAI notes that “obtaining
an EHAI certificate following the completion
of the course can help prepare students for
future employment opportunities” but also
that “food safety and hygiene skills are a
vital life lesson for everyone and the earlier
we learn these skills and put them into
practice the better". The free ‘safefood for
life’ education resource is available at www.
safefood.net/safefoodforlife.

April 2021

MONEY NEWS

Money News
Consumer Protection
Outlook 2021 Report
At the end of March, the Central Bank
published its Consumer Protection Outlook
2021 report, setting out its consumer and
investor protection priorities for the year,
the risks that pose the biggest potential
for consumer and investor harm, and what
financial service providers should do to
minimise these risks.
		
The work of the Central Bank is
aimed at ensuring that the financial system
operates in the best interest of consumers and
the wider economy. With consumer protection
at its centre, the Central Bank focuses on
ensuring that consumers and investors are
treated with fairness and transparency, that
deposits are safe, that mortgage lending
is prudent and that insurance reserves are
strong. As the Central Bank’s Director of
Consumer Protection Gráinne McEvoy notes,
“when choosing, buying and using financial
products and services, either in person or
online, consumers and investors rightfully
expect to engage with trusted, responsible
firms who adhere to high standards and will
act in their best interests”. The 2021 Consumer
Protection Outlook Report outlines the priority
areas that the Central Bank will be focusing
on during the year to ensure companies
are meeting these standards, as well as the
greatest risks to consumers who use financial
services.
		
The six key risks to consumers of
financial services that are identified in the
report are the following:
1. The absence of a consumer-focused culture,
which greatly increases the likelihood of poor
outcomes for consumers and investors.
2. The need for consumer protection during
the Covid-19 pandemic, which has placed
a lot of personal financial stress on many
consumers. In addition, the continuity and
quality of some financial services being
provided to consumers and the increased use
of technology and remote communication
during the pandemic has also led to a greater
number of scams and cyber-attacks and the
potential for consumers and investors to be
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Money News by Clodagh O'Donoghue

“The report points to the need for financial
services firms to remain proactive and
vigilant in their planning and mindful of
the risks to consumers that arise in these
difficult times.”

treated unfairly.
3. Ineffective disclosure and poorly presented
information, which can significantly impact the
ability of consumers and investors to properly
assess the benefits, costs and risks of financial
products and services.
4. The use by certain firms of unfair practices
that knowingly take advantage of consumers’
behaviours and habits.
5. Risks from technology, which has changed
how consumers and investors interact with
financial services firms, particularly during the
Covid-19 pandemic, and can also create the
potential for consumer harm – for example,
through privacy breaches, algorithmic bias
in how consumer and investor information
is used, or financial exclusion of vulnerable
groups.
6. Instances of mis-selling and inadequate
suitability assessment, where the right product
is not sold to the right consumer or investor in
the right way, potentially resulting in serious
harm.
		
Keeping these risks in mind, among
the priorities for 2021 for the Central Bank are
the following:
• Delivering intrusive risk-based supervision
and intensifying the targeted assessment of
those firms and sectors that pose the greatest
potential harm to consumers and investors,
including continuing a review of the practice of
differential pricing in the Irish private car and
home insurance markets.
• Enhancing and strengthening the consumer
protection framework to reflect best practice
and to respond to innovation and change
in the financial services sector and digital
environment.
• Driving firms to take responsibility for
embedding consumer-focused cultures based
on the highest standards of professionalism,

honesty, integrity and accountability to
deliver fair outcomes that have the interests of
consumers and investors at heart.
• Influencing and shaping key policies for
regulation of the financial system to secure
the best standards of consumer and investor
protection at home and internationally.
• Ensuring that borrowers in financial distress
are treated fairly, sympathetically and
positively by firms and that firms are acting
in a way that safeguards the best interests
of borrowers, in line with relevant codes and
regulations.
• Working to ensure that all firms and
individuals seeking to operate in the Irish
financial system meet all authorisation
standards upon entry and continue to meet
them for as long as they remain authorised.
		
The Central Bank notes that
it is a criminal offence for a firm to sell
financial products or services without the
necessary authorisation and that it will take
the appropriate action against such firms
if they continue to conduct business in
Ireland. Tough action in this area is important
because consumers and investors who
deal with a firm that has failed to secure the
required authorisation may not be able to
avail of valuable statutory protections, such
as the Irish deposit protection, insurance
compensation and investor compensation
schemes, or have access to the Financial
Services and Pensions Ombudsman.
		
Published against a backdrop of
continued uncertainty due to the ongoing
impact of Covid-19, the report points to the
need for financial services firms to remain
proactive and vigilant in their planning and
mindful of the risks to consumers that arise in
these difficult times. In particular, the use of
digital services in our daily lives has increased
during the pandemic but it is critical that
these changes do not mean that groups of
customers are left behind or cannot access
financial services.
April 2021

Premium rate service refunds
In March, mobile phone operator Three
was notified by the Commission for
Communications Regulation (ComReg) that
it must refund 26,000 customers who were
charged for a premium rate service (PRS)
that was not supplied to them. ComReg’s
findings indicated that Three had failed to
comply with a number of its obligations
under the PRS Code of Practice. Under
the Code, PRS providers have to make all
reasonable endeavours to ensure that
the services supplied by them are of a
“sufficient technical quality so as not to
cause end-user harm” and that end-users
must not be charged for PRS that were not
supplied, such as where the PRS delivers a
‘busy tone’ or ‘silence’ prior to connection
to the requested PRS. Similarly, customers
should not be charged when they receive an
error message. In total, Three has refunded
€824,765 to the 26,000 customers affected,
amounting to an average of almost €32 per
customer, and the company has until April
16th to rectify the non-compliance.
		
ComReg notes that consumers
can block and unsubscribe from a mobile

PRS if they do not require it. Mobile phone
operators offer a barring facility that allows
consumers to bar premium services in the
short code number ranges 53XXX to 59XXX.
Consumers wishing to avail of the barring
option should contact their mobile operator’s
Customer Care department. Moreover,
consumers can unsubscribe from a
subscription premium rate service by texting
‘Stop’ to the 53XXX or 57XXX short code
they received the message from. This text
will cost no more than a standard rate SMS
charge. After texting ‘Stop’, the consumer
will receive a confirmation message advising
them that they are unsubscribed from that
service.
		
Consumers who want to check
the details of any premium rate service
to which they are subscribed can use
ComReg’s premium rate service checker at
https://servicechecker.comreg.ie/. Further
information on premium rate services
can be found at comreg.ie/premium-rate/
about-premium-rate-services/overview/
and the regulator’s Customer Care team can
be contacted by emailing consumerline@

comreg.ie or phoning 01 804 9668.

Consideration of a new conveyancer profession
The Legal Services Regulatory Authority
(LSRA) has been asked by Minister of
Justice Helen McEntee to prepare a
report on the creation of a new profession
of conveyancer, with the ultimate aim
being to foster competition in the legal
services sector and reduce legal costs for
consumers and businesses. Examples
of countries that have professional
conveyancers who operate with
appropriate regulation include England,
Wales, Scotland, New Zealand and most
Australian states.
		
The introduction of a new
conveyancer profession was one of
the few remaining recommendations
for legal services reform that were
made by the Competition Authority
in 2006. Although the Legal Services
Regulation Act 2015 did not create the
new role, section 34 of the legislation
made provision for carrying the proposal
forward on Ministerial request.The
Minister for Justice has now invoked
this provision and the LSRA is set to
prepare and furnish a report within 18
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months. As part of the report, the LSRA
has been asked to particularly consider
the potential for rapidly evolving digital
technology to transform the manner,
the cost and the time that it takes to
carry out a conveyance. The report
will also cover such areas as the paths
through which conveyancing services
are currently provided and at what
transactional cost; how Ireland compares
to other jurisdictions in terms of cost
and speed of conveyancing, particularly
for domestic home purchases, and
whether there are any specific barriers in
Ireland; the pros and cons of establishing
a new conveyancing profession and
how it could be regulated, including
entry requirements, with protections
for consumers; and what potential
benefits, if any, would accrue to private
consumers and enterprise and to national
competitiveness of a new profession of
conveyancer. Public consultations that
will invite views from all interested parties
will be announced by the LSRA in due
course.

April
April2021
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Product/Tech News
Product News by Clodagh O'Donoghue

Drone delivery trial continues
Since the Manna Aero drone delivery trial for Tesco supermarket
began in Oranmore in Galway in October 2020, the pilot scheme has
expanded to include a range of other retailers in the area and local
residents can get not only their groceries, but also takeaway coffees,
fast food, ice cream and items from the pharmacy dropped to their
door. Any product that weighs less 2kg and with dimensions up to
the size of a shoe box can be transported and the drone company
charges the retailers a fixed subscription fee for the delivery service,
while the retailers charge customers a fee of between €3 and €5 for
delivery.
		
The service currently operates in the central Oranmore
area, within a 2km radius of the operation base at the Tesco
shopping centre, and the drone journey typically takes just two
or three minutes. Customers will be able to track their delivery
via a link that is supplied when they place their order, so they will
know when the drone takes off. Manna’s drones fly at a height of
around 60 metres and then descend to around 15 metres to lower
the purchase down to the customer’s front or back garden via a
biodegradable string. The company notes that customers should
remain indoors or positioned well away from the drop zone until the

drone has left. Currently, with the
service still in trial stage, Manna
employees accompany drone
deliveries to make sure residents
stay out of the way at the drop-off
point.
		
Along with emergency
groceries, takeaway coffees are reportedly a popular purchase and
an increase in fast food orders is expected with a recent extension
of delivery hours into the evening. In February, a deal with the Just
Eat fast food delivery service was agreed, and Oranmore residents
will be able to order a drone delivery from the local Camile Thai in
Oranmore through the service.
		
Orders for all retailers can be made using a smartphone,
tablet or computer through the Manna website at oranmore.manna.
aero, where customers can first enter their Eircode to ensure that
delivery can be made to them. While the novelty factor has a role
to play initially, Manna is hoping that customers will embrace drone
delivery on an ongoing basis due to its speed, convenience and low
environmental impact.

Self-cleaning sheets
The feel of freshly laundered bed sheets is undoubtedly appealing
but stripping the bed and swapping one set of sheets for another
seems to be a task we put off due to the effort involved. Experts
recommend changing our bed sheets every week but repeated
surveys show that most of us wait rather longer – with one 2020
survey suggesting that we leave sheets on the bed for an average
of 24 days before tossing them into the wash. The problem is
that, with so much time spent under the covers – sometimes
accompanied by a pet or a midnight snack – bacteria can
proliferate. According to Danish company Nordifakt, after just one
week, a pillow case can contain 17,000 more bacteria than a toilet
seat – which is why experts advise a weekly wash in hot water at
a temperature of at least 60°C. Alternatively, you could opt for
Nordifakt’s new Christianshavn bedding which has been treated
to stay fresh and odour free for longer – so that washday does not
need to come around so often.
		
With Nordifakt’s Christianshavn sheets, an advanced
and sustainable silver fabric treatment has been applied at

the final stages of production and effectively rids the bedding
of 99.9% of all bacteria, fungi, and other microbes. With this
treatment, called Polygiene, silver ions are naturally attracted to
the bacteria and attack the bacteria DNA, preventing reproduction
and respiration, so that the bacteria die. Importantly, the
technology only affects the surface of the fabric and will not
interfere with the bacteria naturally found on the skin. Tests have
shown that the treatment lasts the entire life cycle of the bedding,
which is made from 100% organic cotton and is recyclable.
		
As well as saving time and effort, Nordifakt touts
the eco-friendliness of its products, as reduced washing can,
according to the company, save an average of 1,800 litres of water
a year. Moreover, as washing can be done in cold water instead
of hot, energy consumption is substantially lower also, keeping
electricity bills down. With shipping expected from July this year,
a single set of bacteria-blocking bedding will cost €121, while a
double set has a retail price of €203.

The products featured on these pages have not been tested by the Consumers’ Association of Ireland and
their inclusion here is not, in any way, an endorsement of them.
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Access to directory enquiry services for those with disabilities
In our February 2021 issue of Consumer Choice, we highlighted the huge variation in
the cost of directory enquiry services but it should be noted that anyone who finds
difficulty in accessing these services because of a vison impairment or problems with
reading is entitled to use a free-of-charge service. The Commission for Communications
Regulation (ComReg) notes that all service providers must allow free use of a directory
enquiry service once certification of the relevant disability is provided by a registered
medical practitioner or by an appropriate agent. Those who qualify and wish to avail
of this service can register by calling Freephone 1800 574 574 and completing the 196
registration form. Qualified users will then be able to use the free directory enquiry
service by dialling 196 and giving their PIN and name before requesting the number
they require. Further information can be found on your service provider’s website and
accessibility page.

Odour-free kitchen composting
Although most of us are aware of the importance of home
composting for the environment, many are put off by the
smell of rotting food hanging around the kitchen until we
get a chance to transfer it to the compost heap or brown
bin. German company Kamaro Products has come up with a
stylish solution with its high-quality stainless-steel kitchen
compost bin that features a smart airflow system and
charcoal filter to prevent odours escaping.
		
Disposing of food waste properly is important
because, when food scraps end up in landfill, they
decompose without access to oxygen and this releases
methane, a greenhouse gas that is much more harmful
than carbon dioxide. Composting food waste prevents this
along with the added benefit of producing nutrient-rich
fertiliser and soil improver. Kamaro’s kitchen compost
bin lets you do your bit for both the planet and the garden
without the downside of unpleasant odours thanks to the
bin’s twin bucket design and smart airflow system. Holes
are positioned near the bottom of the outer stainless-steel
bucket and these let air flow in and up through the gap
between it and the inner plastic bucket that holds up to five
litres of food waste. The air from outside mixes with the inner
air and generates a circulation, which significantly slows the
rotting of the organic waste and reduces the smell. For good
measure, a charcoal filter has been integrated into the lid of

the bin to prevent any odours that are created from getting
out. The filters typically last about six months and are easily
replaceable. In addition, the removable inner plastic bin can
be popped into the dishwasher for a thorough clean and both
it and the outer bin have handles for ease of transport. With
the manufacturer claiming that its product is built to last for
generations, the price has been set at €70, and shipping is
due to begin in May 2021 to anywhere in the world.

Drinking sensibly
Consumer demand for no- and low-alcohol beer, wine and spirits continues to rise and the category
is expected to grow by just under a third or 31% by 2024, according to a new study by London-based
IWSR Drinks Market Analysis. The No- and Low-Alcohol Strategic Study 2021, which looked at ten focus
countries around the globe, found that the segment gained share to hit 3% of the total alcohol beverage
market in 2020 despite the wider challenges to the market due to the Covid-19 pandemic. The study
suggests that this growth is due to a moderation trend that is leading to increased demand for reducedalcohol or alcohol-free drinks. No/low beer and cider dominate the category with a 92% share driven by
early innovation and investment in quality by major brewers and, with growing consumer acceptance,
smaller craft brewers are likely to enter the market, bringing a diverse range of products. New product
development and increasing consumer demand for no/low spirits is projected to drive significant
growth of 14% by 2024, while the no/low wine category rose by 4.9% last year, with strong gains in the
US and UK particularly.
		
The IWSR research shows that consumers are mainly choosing to drink no/low beverages
to “avoid the effects of alcohol” and that there is a marked preference for moderation over abstention,
with 58% of consumers reporting that they switch between no/low and full-strength alcohol products
on the same occasion, compared with 14% who do not drink alcohol at all. Relaxing at home is the most
popular occasion for drinking no/low products, which may be a key reason why the category has been
so resilient during the pandemic.
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FOOD & HEALTH / Blood donation

Blood Donation in a Pandemic
The need for blood donation continues throughout the current
pandemic and Covid-19 measures are in place to protect both
donors and staff.
Every year, thousands of patients require
blood transfusions in Ireland’s hospitals
and, as a frontline essential service, the
Irish Blood Transfusion Service (IBTS) is
continuing to collect blood and platelets
from donors to maintain supplies. Just
3% of eligible people in Ireland give blood,
providing supplies for a population of
almost five million people. Hospital
demand has returned to pre-Covid levels,
with around 70,000 people requiring blood
transfusions each year because they
are undergoing surgery, recovering from
cancer or have been in a serious accident.
With one in four people requiring a blood
transfusion at some point in their lives,
around 3,000 blood donors are needed
each week in Ireland. According to the
IBTS, a car accident victim could need up
to 30 units of blood, while a bleeding ulcer
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could require between three and 30 units
and a coronary artery bypass may use one
to five units. Moreover, a typical unit of
blood lasts 35 days after collection but, in
some instances, such as blood used for
very young children, the donation must be
used within five days. As a result, it is vital
that the work of donation clinics continues,
with the Covid-19 pandemic necessitating
some changes to keep staff, donors and
patients as safe as possible.

Covid-19 measures
There is no evidence that Covid-19 has
been transmitted by blood transfusion but,
along with some changes to eligibility of
donors, the IBTS has introduced a number
of practical measures at its clinics to
reduce the risk of transmission of the virus
between donors and staff. All donors are

REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue

now asked to book appointments to make
their donation, which helps to manage
the flow of donors throughout the clinic,
reducing queues, better facilitating social
distancing, and improving the time it takes
donors to complete their donation. Regular
eligible donors for upcoming clinics will
be sent a text message outlining how to
make an appointment to guarantee their
registration slot. New and returning donors
are now welcome again to call to make an
appointment for any upcoming clinics and
they should first check or confirm their
eligibility at giveblood.ie, as many people
are unable to give blood temporarily or
permanently due to measures put in place
to protect immune-system-depressed
patients who might receive their blood.
Unfortunately, donors aged 70 years and
over are unable to give blood due to current
April 2021

government guidelines. Most healthcare
workers can donate if they have had
no known contact with Covid-19 cases.
However, anyone working in a healthcare
setting involving contact with known or
suspected cases of Covid-19 cannot donate
at present. Moreover, anyone who has
had symptoms of Covid-19 must be fully
recovered for 28 days before donating and
anyone who has travelled outside the island
of Ireland or who has been in contact with
someone with confirmed or suspected
Covid-19 must wait 14 days before
donating. Donors should contact the IBTS if
they receive a positive Covid-19 test result
within five days of giving blood.
		
During the pandemic, it may be
necessary to alter the location of planned
donation clinics due to the unavailability of
regular venues. Donors should note that
the IBTS fixed centre clinics in D’Olier Street
and Stillorgan in Dublin and St Finbarr’s
Hospital in Cork are operating as normal.
At all clinics, additional precautions such
as hand sanitisation, social distancing
and frequent cleaning of surfaces with
disinfectant are in place. The IBTS notes
that the wearing of medical-grade or
surgical face masks is now mandatory and
that donors must wear these masks at all
times in the clinic with the exception of preand post-hydration. This requirement is
due to the greater transmissibility of newer
variants of coronavirus, with medical-grade
masks more effective at preventing
transmission. A mask will be offered to
donors who are wearing a face covering
when they attend a clinic and the IBTS
staff will be wearing masks throughout
the donation process. Donors are also
advised that they must attend on their own
and that, in the interest of safety of staff
and other donors, children under 18 years
will not be permitted to enter the donation
clinic.
		
The IBTS urges eligible donors to
make an appointment at upcoming clinics
so that it can collect sufficient blood at
each clinic to meet the need in hospitals.
Appointments for upcoming clinics may
be made on 1850 731 137 or, if there are
no upcoming clinics in your vicinity, you
can register your interest at https://www.
giveblood.ie/Find-a-Clinic/RegisterInterest/, and you will be contacted the
next time a clinic is taking place in your
area. Donors with clinic notifications
or appointment texts are exempt from
government-imposed travel restrictions in
order to attend a clinic and give blood.
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Table 1: Blood group compatibility

Source: giveblood.ie

Table 2: The percentage of the Irish population with
the various blood groups

Source: giveblood.ie
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Lifestyle / Electric scooters

Scoot Over…

Make Room For E-Scooter Legislation
Ireland is set to
introduce legislation
soon regulating electric
scooters, the new and
globally-popular method
of green transportation.
But what is an e-scooter,
how has it been rolled
out elsewhere and what
will that mean for Irish
consumers?

Government officials announced on 1st
February 2021 that they would move
forward with legislation to regulate
electric scooters, or e-scooters.
Minister for Transport Eamon Ryan
said that the new regulations would
appear in the upcoming Road Traffic
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Bill, which
will update the 1961 Road Safety Act to
include provisions on several modern
transportation methods, including
e-scooters and e-bikes. Environmental
groups have voiced support for the
new legislation online, saying that the
legislation may motivate people to
swap more pollutive vehicles for an
eco-friendly alternative to commute to
and fro.

Legislative changes
REPORT by Will Andronico Jr.
At a glance
• Legislative changes
• Safety aspects
• Scooter-sharing services
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What is the current legislation and what,
specifically, is the new bill meant to
change? In Ireland, e-scooters exist in
a legal grey area, which was part of the
impetus for deciding to draft the new bill.
		
The Road Safety Authority
(RSA) currently categorises e-scooters
as “mechanically propelled vehicle[s]”

or MPVs. An MPV is any vehicle that can
be “powered by mechanical or electrical
power alone”. In public spaces, those
driving MPVs must follow all laws created
for other kinds of vehicles (for example,
cars). Thus, MPVs must be taxed, fit
for road use and registered with the
State. Furthermore, in order to drive
an e-scooter legally in a public space,
users must insure it and obtain the
correct driving licence. The bureaucratic
hoops one must jump through make it
nearly impossible to legally operate an
e-scooter in Ireland’s public spaces. For
that reason, e-scooters are generally
illegal to drive outside of private
property.
		
In the new Road Traffic
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Bill, the
government will reportedly create a
brand-new category of vehicles called
“Powered Personal Transporters” or
PPTs. E-scooters would fall under this
category. Officials say that the new
legislation would permit e-scooter use
in public spaces and set new safety
standards for them. In addition, the bill
will reportedly remove the insurance,
April 2021

taxation and licensing requirements.
Minister for Transport Eamon Ryan said
he is a staunch proponent of the new
legislation, explaining that the bill would
allow for e-scooters to “be used in a safe
manner”.

E-scooter basics - A crash course
The government wants to regulate
e-scooters, but what are they and how
do they work?
		
The RSA currently defines an
e-scooter as “a small platform with two
or more wheels that is propelled by an
electric motor. Besides the motor the
rider can also propel the electric scooter
forward by pushing off the ground.”
		
Like other electric vehicles,
e-scooters can vary in range of
travel, maximum speed, portability,
acceleration and braking. Of course,
the greater each of these capabilities
is, the more the price increases.
E-scooters can range from traveling
20km all the way up to 100km on one
charge. Similarly, the e-scooters can
be built for a broad range of maximum
speeds. Although countries have
varying speed limits, e-scooters often
fall between speeds of 20kmph and
30kmph. For example, Razor, one of the
most successful US-based e-scooter
companies, designs e-scooters for
commuting adults that fall into that
kilometre range.
		
Portability may also be a
factor in determining whether or not
to purchase an e-scooter. Usually,
e-scooters are manufactured so that the
front shaft folds back at a joint located
near the front wheel to flatten the
e-scooter. For example, the Mi Electric
Scooter Pro 2, sold in the UK, folds up
that way.
		
E-scooter acceleration and
motor types also vary. Users typically
use a hand-twisted accelerator on the
handlebar to push the e-scooter along.
This accelerator then electronically
activates a motor attached to the front
wheel or rear wheel, though some
e-scooters may also use a dual-motor
system with a motor on both wheels.
		
These vehicles come with a
slew of different braking systems, too.
One option, as used on many traditional
scooters, is the rear foot brake activated
by pushing down on the rear wheel. Two
types of electric brakes may also be
used: an electric, hand-twisted brake
on the handlebar and a regenerative
electric braking system. Regenerative
braking systems slow the e-scooter
through resistance to the motors and
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that process generates electricity
to recharge the e-scooter’s battery.
Another option is a handle that activates
disc brakes attached to either or both
of the wheels. Many e-scooters come
with a combination of braking methods.
For example, the Turboant X7 Pro is a
triple threat with regenerative electric
braking, rear foot brakes and disc
brakes activated by a handle near the
handlebar.
		
One component that generally
does not change is battery type. The vast
majority of e-scooters use lithium-ion
batteries to power motors.

Eco-friendly e-scooters
Due to their electric nature, e-scooters
have been cited as an environmentally-

friendly alternative to cars and
motorcycles for commuting. They also
do not require the physical exercise
that bicycles normally necessitate but,
depending on your preference, this might
be a positive or a negative.
		
Dr. James Carroll, an energy
economics professor at Trinity College
Dublin, published a study looking at
the cost of using cars compared with
e-scooters. According to his findings,
over a distance of 25km, e-scooters
cost 9 cents to use, whereas cars cost
between €1.40 and €1.90 for the same
distance. That’s about a 95% drop in
cost to power e-scooters, and users
would pay less than €20 to charge
e-scooters for over 5,000km.

Table: E-scooter prices and features – some examples of e-scooter
models at a range of price points.
Economy

Mid-range

High-end

Model name

Razor E Prime Air

Walberg Electric
THE-URBAN #HMBRG v2

Varla Eagle One Dual Motor

Approx. Price

€465.08

€1,045.23

€1,327.85

Approx. Top Speed (kmph)

24kmph

25kmph

65kmph (max safe speed of
40 kmph)

Approx. Range (km)

16km

30km

64km

Approx. Charge Time

3.5 hours

4 hours

8-9 hours (or 4-5 hours with
two chargers)

Foldability

Folds at front joint

Folds at front joint; foldable
handlebars

Folds at front joint

Accelerator Type

Electric thumb-pressed

Electric trigger finger

Electric trigger finger

Brake Type

Electric thumb-pressed; rear
foot brake

Dual handle-activated disc
brakes (front and rear)

Dual handle-activated
hydraulic brakes (front and
rear), electronic anti-lock
braking system (ABS), regenerative electric braking

Lights/Reflectors

None

Front headlight, rear
reflector

LED headlights and tail
lights

Additional Tech

None

None

Backlit LCD, shows speed/
battery/odometer/gears.
Can change several settings.

Cruise Control

No

No

Yes
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But are e-scooters safe to ride?
Some may enjoy the reduced
environmental impact and easy
portability of e-scooters as commuting
vehicles. However, major safety issues
are still present with e-scooters.
According to e-scooter data compiled by
An Garda Síochána, e-scooter seizures
and detainments, traffic offences, and
collisions with motor vehicles have all
risen significantly since 2018. Similar
increases have occurred in other
countries as e-scooter use becomes
more popular.
		
The US Consumer Product
Safety Commission has published a
report that showed nine electric scooterrelated deaths occurred between 2018
and 2019. The e-scooter death rate
increased incrementally, starting at zero
in 2017, then two in 2018 and seven in
2019. Seven of the nine reported deaths
were caused by accidents with motor
vehicles and two were caused by loss
of user control. The Commission added
that the majority of injuries were caused
by tumbles of some sort. Other major
causes for e-scooter injuries were losing
control of the e-scooter, motor vehicle
accidents and issues with the surfaces
on which e-scooters were used.
		
Particularly in the US, road
surface quality is a major issue for
e-scooter users. One study in 2019
from a US independent nonprofit
organisation, the Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety, found that e-scooter
users suffered injuries as a result of
infrastructure issues about twice as
much as cyclists. In addition, 40% of
those injured in this study said that it
was their first time using the e-scooter
and just 2% of injured riders said that
they wore helmets. Pavement riding
caused injuries in 60% of riders in the
study, and a third of those injured were
riding in areas where e-scooter use is
banned.
		
The American Society of Civil
Engineers gave the US a C- rating on
the 2021 Report Card For America’s
Infrastructure. It added that 43% of
America’s public roads were “in poor or
mediocre condition, a number that has
remained stagnant over the past several
years”. Ireland suffers from similarly
poor road conditions. Ireland earned a
4.48 out of 7 road quality rating from the
European Commission, ranking 18 out
of the 28 EU member states in 2018 for
road quality. The less-than-ideal road
infrastructure in Ireland poses future
challenges for e-scooter users. On top of
that, studies show that injuries are often
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serious, and those injured on e-scooters
often do not wear helmets.
		
In a 2020 study from Germany,
just one of 76 patients with e-scooter
injuries wore a helmet and half of
patients experienced fractures. “The
use of e-scooters appears to be mostly
recreational, and the rate of use of
protective gear is low”, wrote the
study’s authors. A similar 2019 study of
electric scooter-related injuries in the
US published by JAMA Network shows
that less than 5% of those in the study
who were injured wore helmets. Head
injuries and bone fractures made up over
70% of injuries sustained in this study,
with injuries of varying seriousness.
Despite the recommendations of
lawmakers and e-scooter companies,
the study’s authors added that injuries
may indicate a lack of willingness to
wear a helmet.

Electric scooter-sharing services
Individual e-scooters may become legal
for public use, but what is the status
of electric scooter-sharing services?
Depending on the legislation, Irish
consumers may be able to purchase
e-scooters for individual use. However,
companies also offer electric scootersharing services and some may come to
Ireland if legislation passes.
		
Generally, companies that offer
electric scooter-sharing services utilise
a mobile phone app for users to find
e-scooters in their area. Using the app,
they can rent the e-scooter for a short
period of time. Companies use GPS
technology to inform users of where the
nearest e-scooter is and, once there, the
app will virtually unlock the e-scooter for
use.
		
Often, electric scooter-sharing
companies use a ‘dockless’ system in
which e-scooters can be dropped off or
picked up anywhere in an area permitted

by the company. Comparatively, cities
have bike-sharing services that instead
have hubs at which the bikes are stored.
For example, DublinBikes and Coca-Cola
Zero Bikes, used in cities across Ireland,
both use docking systems in which bikes
are returned to certain hubs located
across the city.
		
Electric scooter-sharing
services often use a GPS system to
prevent users from riding in places they
are not permitted. For example, the
GPS system could prevent off-roading
in a city park or crossing borders into
a different jurisdiction that does not
allow e-scooters. E-scooters may slow
to a crawl or come to a full stop if a user
enters such an area. Lime, a globallyused electric scooter-sharing company,
uses ‘geofencing’ technology to control
e-scooter use in certain areas.
		
Typically, companies will charge
users by the minute. Prices can vary
from country to country and even city to
city. For example, Swedish e-scooter
company Voi notes that location, date
and time are all factors in determining
the price of an e-scooter trip.
		
Several companies are
currently eyeing the Irish e-scooter
market. The Irish Times reported that
TIER from Germany and Voi are both
searching for avenues into the country.
Moreover, TIER has recently struck a
deal with taxi app Free Now to start
offering e-scooters in their Irish app
if legislation passes. Lime, the global
e-scooter powerhouse from California,
reportedly said that it does not have
concrete plans but is looking at Ireland’s
market and the Estonian company Bolt
said that it may join in, too.
		
One Irish company using a
three-wheel design for e-scooters,
Zeus, is also eager to return to Ireland.
Its services are currently only offered
in German cities. Zeus founder Damian
Young said the company’s main office
in Carlow has 10 employees, while
the second office in Germany houses
15 employees, according to an Irish
Times interview. In a recent tweet, the
company welcomed the decision to draft
legislation for e-scooters and said that it
was “so excited to come home”.
		
Electric scooter-sharing
companies are all responsible for
maintaining, cleaning and charging their
e-scooters. Due to the coronavirus
pandemic, several companies upgraded
their cleaning protocols to be more
frequent and more intensive. Both Voi
and Lime made recent announcements
about updated cleaning services.
April 2021

		
Many of these companies
also have green energy goals. Several
companies say they are committed
to carbon neutrality goals, using only
green energy to power e-scooters
and recycling them at the end of their
lifespan. Lime announced commitments
to 100% renewables and to providing
workers with household renewable
energy. Dott, TIER and Voi also released
a joint statement in July last year
committing to green energy sources.

E-scooter regulations globally
As with everything related to e-scooters,
regulations vary from country to country
and city to city. In general, regulations
exist to control the ages of those using
e-scooters, set speed limits and define
locations for permitted e-scooter
use. Some countries like the UK may
require a driver licence that already
has certain age requirements, though
others like France may have specific age
restrictions on e-scooter riders. Speed
limits tend to range between 20kmph
and 25kmph. E-scooters are also often
restricted to roads and cycle lanes,
while paths and pavements are generally
considered off-limits.
		
As the e-scooter rose to
prominence over recent years, some
citizens of cities where e-scooters were
rolled out showed resentment for the
new products by starting a so-called
‘war on e-scooters’. Some companies
chose to introduce e-scooters into
cities without regulatory or public
approval. For example, in San Francisco,
California, several companies went
on the ask-for-forgiveness route by
launching their scooters in the city
without government involvement in
2018. Due to complaints from residents,
within the span of a few months, the city
quickly shut down the experiment until
regulations were in place. Throughout
the process of instituting the new
transportation devices, e-scooters’
dockless nature brought additional
obstacles to footpaths and roads.
Citizens also complained that e-scooters
were becoming an eyesore. For such
reasons, people across the globe have
on occasion taken matters into their own
hands, causing damage to e-scooters,
knocking them over and even dumping
them into nearby bodies of water.
		
E-scooter companies are still
working to assess these issues, with
new technology preventing e-scooters
from riding through certain areas. Lime
has also been developing new pavement
detection technology to encourage safer
e-scooter use in cities.
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E-scooter pros and cons
PROS
• Eco-friendly (companies committed to
carbon-neutral goals)
• Easy to rent (phone app)
• Usable in bike lanes
		
• No traffic issues; good for inner-city
commute

CONS
• Regulations vary widely
• No docking system, so e-scooters strewn
across the city. Some think they are ugly
and in the way
• Sharing services vary heavily in price
• GPS technology may cause annoyance
when slowing down/stopping e-scooters

• Pick up and drop off nearly anywhere
• Injuries are common
• Easy operation
• Lack of helmet use
• GPS technology to prevent illegal usage
• Personal e-scooters are portable/easy
to carry
• Personal e-scooter prices vary for different budgets

• Roads are often dangerous for e-scooter
use
• Personal e-scooters can become expensive
• Personal e-scooter batteries deteriorate
over time

What’s next?
The Irish government’s announcement
of the upcoming Road Traffic
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Bill leaves
many questions to be answered. In
addition to the removal of insurance,
taxation and licensing requirements,
the legislation may include a number
of other provisions based upon the
available information. The most
significant aspect of the legislation
will be safety. As e-scooter injuries,
deaths and traffic violations mount,
both domestically and abroad, safety is
paramount. The government may include
helmet requirements, speed limits, age

restrictions and infrastructure updates
to prevent any injurious tumbles. Clear
guidelines on where e-scooter use is
permitted may also be helpful for riders
to know ahead of time. Additionally, with
studies showing that many first-time
riders experience injuries, electric
scooter-sharing companies or personal
e-scooter sellers could require training
courses to go along with purchases.
However, uncertainties still remain in
relation to e-scooter use in Ireland and
how far the bill will go in resolving the
key issues. Only time will tell what the
e-scooter rollout will look like in Ireland.
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MONEY / Online shopping

Shopping On .IE Websites
Location, location, location…an .ie domain name is no
guarantee that a company is based in Ireland. Guidance from
ECC Ireland shines a light on .ie websites and why consumers
need to know where their goods are coming from.
When shopping online, it is more
important than ever to know where the
seller you are dealing with is based
and where the goods will be shipped
from. This is because online shopping
packages received from outside the EU,
which post-Brexit now includes the UK,
will incur Irish VAT and customs charges
depending on the value and type of
items bought. In contrast, the additional
costs will not apply when you buy from
a website or brand that has a registered
base in Ireland and you buy from the Irish
company or your purchase is delivered
from a base located within the EU. As
a result, online shoppers need to know
where their goods are coming from but
this may not be as easy as it sounds. The
European Consumer Centre (ECC) Ireland
recently issued some guidance on what
Irish consumers need to look for before
clicking on the ‘buy now’ button.

Domain names
ECC Ireland notes that consumers may
be unaware that many .ie domains are
owned by companies that are based
elsewhere and that goods ordered from
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these websites may ship from abroad.
Country domain registrations, such as
Ireland’s .ie, are based on a specific
national vetting process operated by
the IE Domain Registry, which notes that
there are currently 319,016 .ie domains
in total around the world. IE is not a
governing or a regulatory body and
instead the company administers and
manages the .ie namespace, as appointed
and regulated by the Commission for
Communications Regulation (ComReg)
under the Communications Regulation
(Amendment) Act 2007. Companies that
are not resident in, based in or registered
in Ireland can still be eligible to register
an .ie domain if they sell goods or services
to consumers or businesses on the island
of Ireland and can provide the necessary
evidence.
		
According to the latest IE
Domain Profile Report, of the 309,853
.ie domains registered at the end of
2020, 65,113 of them had been newly
registered during the year, an increase
of almost 30% from 2019. There are
several possible sources of the new
registrations, including Irish businesses

REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue
At a glance
• Domain names
• Shipping information
• Additional charges

getting online for the first time in 2020
amid the pandemic, UK businesses
looking to continue to sell in Ireland after
Brexit either directly from Ireland through
an Irish company or from the UK, and EU
businesses looking to fill post-Brexit gaps
in supplies with many UK businesses
ceasing to export to Ireland due to rising
trade costs.
		
The 2020 IE Domain Profile
Report notes that 278,042 .ie domains
are based in the Republic of Ireland, with
4,532 based in Northern Ireland, leaving
27,279 .ie websites operating from outside
the island of Ireland. The UK accounts for
the majority of internationally registered
.ie domains, with an additional 1,578 new
registrations last year.
		
Thus, when determining location
of an online company, consumers should
not rely on the domain name of the
website. However, once registration
policies are properly implemented, the
fact that an .ie website is not based in
Ireland or does not belong to an Irish
company does not make it fraudulent
and these websites may be perfectly
legitimate. Moreover, ECC Ireland points
April 2021

out that it is not misleading, either
technically or legally, for a company to
have a country domain and not be based
in that country. In the same way as
international businesses can own an .ie
domain name, Irish businesses can apply
for a country domain for anywhere in the
world in which they market their goods
and the 2020 IE Domain Profile Report
notes that 8% of all Ireland-hosted
domains are .uk websites. Other Irish
companies, particularly exporters,
may opt for .com or .eu domains to
avoid being perceived as only selling in
Ireland. Moreover, large international
corporations often have multiple country
domains registered corresponding to
the various markets in which they do
business without necessarily having a
registered base there. The practice only
becomes misleading if companies try to
deliberately hide location information
and identifying details, as well as sales
contract and shipping terms that might
affect the consumer’s purchasing
decision.
		
So, if the .ie domain name does
not necessarily mean that the business is
based in Ireland, how can online shoppers
find out where they are shopping from?
To find out where the business behind the
website is based/registered, consumers
will need to check the company’s
registered/postal address by searching
in:
• the About US section of the website
• the Contact Us section of the website
•the Terms and Conditions on the website

Shipping
In terms of taxes and charges, it is
important to find out where your
purchase will be shipping from, but this
can be tricky to ascertain. Under EU
consumer law, businesses must provide
customers with delivery information but
they are not required to supply details
of where they are shipping from. Often
companies have multiple suppliers and
shipping is sometimes handled by the
manufacturer or a third party and its
location may be different to that of the
retailer.
		
Shipping information is
sometimes included in the Shipping and/
or Delivery sections of the company
website but, failing that, delivery or lead
times may be a good indication. ECC
Ireland notes that, depending on the
shipping method – with regular post likely
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to be slower than courier services – if
a company gives a lead time of more
than two weeks, it is probable that the
business is not based in Ireland or in any
near EU country. Delivery times of oneto-two months indicate that the order is
likely being shipped from outside the EU.

Consumer rights
By buying outside of the EU, along
with additional taxes and charges,
your consumer rights and protections
may be impacted. Businesses based
in the Republic of Ireland, Northern
Ireland, or any country in the EU/EEA
must automatically comply with all the
EU standard consumer protections.
Although EU and Irish consumer laws
apply in principle to businesses based
in or trading from the UK or anywhere
outside the EU into the EU, in practice
consumer rights and the way in which
they are extended to international
customers may be different and their
application may not be guaranteed.
ECC Ireland notes that although UK
consumer law is almost identical to EU
consumer law, the protections may not
be automatically extended to consumers
outside of the UK – despite the UK-EU
trade agreement, which implies that
such cooperation will be maintained until
further notice.
		
Even though non-EU companies
selling their products into the EU
must adhere to the basic framework
of consumer rights, such as the
14-day cooling-off period, the actual
enforcement of these rights may be
problematic. Thus, if you buy from
outside the EU, your consumer rights will
not be guaranteed and the normal EU
redress options will not be available to
you.

Additional charges
Ordering from non-EU businesses that
operate and ship from outside the EU/
EAA will give rise to customs and duties
over and above the purchase price of
the item. These are legitimate charges
applied by Irish customs and revenue
authorities at destination, generally upon
delivery. Before shopping from outside
the EU, consumers should find out what
VAT and import charges will be applied.
ECC Ireland notes that a transparent
and trustworthy business will let their
customers know about these charges in
advance. Consumers should make sure
to inquire before placing an order. EU
websites must inform their customers
of any known additional costs before the

purchase is made and if extra charges
are applied on delivery, the consumer
can decline these charges and refuse
delivery. In this instance, the consumer
can advise the seller that they are
returning the goods because they were
not informed about the extra charges at
the time of purchase or the delivery agent
will send back the goods because the
charges have not been paid.
		
ECC Ireland notes that there was
some genuine confusion among retailers
in the first couple of months following
Brexit about what products would incur
charges on arriving in Ireland and that
if retailers did not know exactly what
charges and taxes would be applied on
the order at destination, this does not
constitute a breach of consumer contract
rights.
		
In the event of a dispute
arising, Irish consumers can seek advice
from the Competition and Consumer
Protection Commission in relation to
disputes with traders based in Ireland.
Where the trader is based in another EU
country, Norway, Iceland or the UK, Irish
consumers should first try to resolve
the issue with the trader directly and, if
no successful outcome is reached, Irish
consumers can contact ECC Ireland for
assistance. For Irish consumers who
have a complaint about a trader that is
based outside the country, the UK and the
EU/EEA, the best course of action may
be to raise a transaction dispute through
their bank’s chargeback process.
Useful contacts
Competition and Consumer Protection
Commission
ccpc.ie
tel: 01 402 5555/1890 432 432
European Consumer Centre Ireland
eccireland.ie
tel: 01 8797620
email: info@eccireland.ie
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Product Tests/Washer-Dryers

Washer-Dryers
Two-in-one machines
that provide a full
laundry service,
drying your clothes as
well as washing them,
are an appealing option – but which washer-dryers do both jobs
brilliantly?

REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue
At a glance
• New energy label
• Four Choice Buys
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A multitasking laundry appliance that
can take care of both washing and
drying your clothes can sound like
the ideal solution when space is tight
in the home but combining two quite
different functions in a single appliance
can mean that there is some amount of
compromise needed. Washer-dryers
typically combine a full-sized washing
machine and a condenser tumble dryer
into a single unit and, given that they are
trying to cope with two very different
tasks, they can struggle to reach the
same high standards as stand-alone
devices. Washer-dryers use a similar
washing action to stand-alone washing
machines, often offering a full range
of washing programmes and features,
and as such, their cleaning ability is in
line with dedicated devices. However,
they can be less impressive when it
comes to their drying performance
compared with dedicated tumble dryers.
In particular, washer-dryers are often
significantly slower at getting your

laundry satisfactorily dry and you will
typically only be able to dry fairly small
loads at a time. Generally speaking, the
dryer component can only dry about half
the capacity of the washer component,
which can mean that the drying capacity
of most standard-sized machines is
around 3kg to 5kg. As a result, if you
are looking to run a continuous cycle
that lets you pop dirty clothes in and
take them out again both clean and dry,
you will only be able to do this with a
smaller load, half filling the drum in the
first place. The alternative is running a
wash cycle for a full load and removing
around half of the items before starting
the drying cycle. The smaller drying
capacity may mean that these machines
are not best suited to larger households
with substantial drying needs and where
a standalone tumble dryer may better
serve their purposes. Overall, washerdryers may be best suited to smaller
households where space is at a premium
or for those looking for an effective
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washing machine with the reassuring
backup of a drying function that can be
used in an emergency or on a wet day
when line-drying is not a possibility.
		
Our current Choice Buys
manage not only to deliver superb
cleaning but they also do a very good
job when it comes to drying your
soggy laundry, though you may have
to wait a while for your dry clothes to
emerge from the drum. Among our
recommended models is a very large
appliance that offers a mammoth
washing capacity of 12kg and an
impressive drying capacity of 8kg,
though these large dimensions have
trade-offs in terms of energy efficiency
and drying cycle times. Three of our
Choice Buys are freestanding models,
but for those looking to hide their
machine behind a fitted cabinet door,
we review one built-in appliance that
we have previously recommended and
that remains available in shops. For
those looking for the latest features, our
top Choice Buy offers great all-round
performance along with a pause
function to let you add a forgotten item
mid-cycle, a reverse action drum to help
reduce tangling, and smart capabilities
that let you make programme
selections, monitor energy consumption
and download additional programmes
remotely via a smartphone app.

New energy label
Since March 2021, a new EU energy
label for washer-dryers has been
adopted. For the revised label, the
energy rating scale has returned to an
A to G score, eliminating the confusion
caused by the plus signs in the older
A+++ to G scale. The old label may
appear on older product models until
November 2021 as they are sold off but,
after November, these products must
no longer be offered for sale. These
requirements also apply to products
sold online and the energy label must
be clearly visible next to the price of
the product. If the label is not visible,
the energy class must be displayed
using a coloured arrow that links to the
corresponding energy label.
		
The new labels are based on
partially revised calculation methods
and test standards and so cannot be
directly compared with the old labels.
To begin with, stricter standards and
measurement methods are used to
calculate the energy efficiency of
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appliances so that it will be difficult for
a product to achieve an A rating and a
washer-dryer that previously held an
A+++ rating now may carry a B or C
rating even though the energy efficiency
of the product has not changed. As
washer-dryers have a dual function, two
energy ratings are given – one for the
complete washing and drying function
and one for the washing function alone.
In addition, for most product groups,
average annual energy consumption is
no longer included on the label as it was
deemed to be insufficiently transparent
due to the wide spectrum of household
sizes and user habits. Instead, other
energy consumption measurements are
used according to the appliance type.
For washer-dryers, energy usage is
stated in terms of energy consumption
per 100 cycles for both a complete
washing and drying cycle and a
washing cycle alone. Other information
contained on the label includes the
capacity of the machine for both
washing and drying loads, the decibel
level generated, the water consumption
in litres per cycle, the cycle duration,
and the spin-drying efficiency class.
Consumers purchasing a new appliance
may be surprised by the altered rating
– especially as this is likely to be lower
than older ratings – but they should
benefit from having clearer and more
helpful information when they buy a new
electrical appliance. As well as helping
the consumer to make more informed
purchasing decisions, it is hoped that
the revised label will act as an incentive
for manufacturers to produce even
more innovative and energy-efficient
appliances. For more information on
how the new energy label works, go to
https://thecai.ie/new-generation-euenergy-labels/.

Energy saving tips
Beyond choosing a washer-dryer that
is rated as being energy efficient, there
are a number of simple steps you can
take to minimise the electricity costs
of running these fairly power-hungry
appliances:

Separate different fabrics when
drying
Drying sensors inside the machine
can get confused if different fabrics
are dried together, and this can result
in drying times that take longer than
necessary. Separating different fabrics
will speed up the drying process and
lead to energy savings.

Take time to untangle your
laundry
Clothes tangled into a ball will take ages
to dry, pushing up running costs. By
loosening your clothes before drying
them, you can cut drying times and
reduce electricity bills. Moreover, with
large items, such as a duvet cover, make
sure that no stray items have become
trapped inside.

Use the machine at off-peak times
Until recently, most Irish consumers
had no option to avail of cheaper
rates for off-peak electricity, but this
should change over the coming years
as smart meters are rolled out around
the country as part of the National
Smart Metering Programme and energy
suppliers increasingly offer a range of
smart ‘time of use’ tariffs to customers
who have had a smart meter installed.
Such tariffs will represent a new way
for customers to save money by moving
their appliance usage to off-peak times.
Most washer-dryers have delay-start
timers that allow you to set a finish
time for the machine, sometimes up to
24 hours ahead, and those with smart
meters will be able to choose a time
when the electricity rate is cheapest.
However, given the number of fires
sparked by household appliances,
it is not recommended to use the
dryer function at night-time when the
household is asleep and a good smoke
alarm should always be fitted close to a
machine that is left to run unattended.

Reduce the temperature on wash
cycles
Washing clothes at lower temperatures
will help to cut the cost of doing the
laundry. Opting for a 40°C cycle instead
of a 60°C will reduce washing costs by
about a third.
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Cottons wash

Synthetics wash

Dryness of clothes

Drying evenness

Ease of use

Water use
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2. Haier HWD80 B14979 €830
(Freestanding)

1. LG FWV796STS €980
(Freestanding)

The Choice Buy LG FWV796STS is a feature-laden washer-dryer that will deliver

The Choice Buy Haier HWD80-B14979 delivers superb cleaning, eliminating all

spotlessly clean clothes and dry them well also. With a generous drum capacity of

manner of stains for spotless results, alongside excellent drying performance. The

9kg for washing and 6kg for drying, this machine performs brilliantly when washing

medium-capacity drum holds 8kg for washing purposes and 5kg when drying. There

clothes and its spin drying is excellent, wringing moisture from your laundry to

are ten wash programmes on offer and you can customise your settings with an

reduce drying times. This LG model also does a good job of getting your laundry

extra rinse to be sure that all detergent is eliminated or with a stain removal function

dry, with few soggy items left behind. The rinse function is poor, however, so those

that lets you specify the types of stain that need removing – either grass, wine,

whose skin is sensitive to detergents may need to look elsewhere. This machine has

juice, blood, soil or milk. The wash programmes are top-notch, reliably delivering

all manner of advanced features, including a pause function for adding forgotten

flawless results, as are both the rinse function and spin function. You can choose

items mid-cycle, a reverse action drum to help reduce tangling, and a delay-start

the level of drying you require – ready to iron, ready to wear or cupboard ready – and

function. A smart sensor feature called AI DD uses sensors to measure the weight

this machine will provide very even results throughout the load without over-drying

and softness of the clothes in the load, adjusting wash time, temperature and drum

your laundry. However, this is not the speediest machine, taking four hours to dry a

movements accordingly. Ease of use is aided by the brightly lit LED display and you

full 5kg load, so you will be waiting a while for dry clothes. You can delay the end time

can also make programme selections, monitor energy consumption and download

by up to 24 hours and an i-Refresh function can be used on dry clothes to rid them of

additional programmes remotely via the LG SmartThinQ smartphone app.

dust, allergens, odours or moisture.

Cottons wash

Synthetics wash

Dryness of clothes

Drying evenness

Ease of use

Water use

Energy use


3. Grundig GWDI854 €870 (Built-in)
The only one of our current recommended models that can be built into a fitted
kitchen, the Choice Buy Grundig GWDI854 will do an excellent job when dealing

Cottons wash

Synthetics wash

Dryness of clothes

Drying evenness

Ease of use

Water use

Energy use


4. Haier HWD120-B14979 €1,120
(Freestanding)

Larger households, where the laundry pile quickly builds up, could appreciate

with your laundry as it sits discreetly concealed behind a cabinet door. Built-in

the extra-roomy dimensions of the Choice Buy Haier HWD120-B14979. The

machines often offer limited capacity in their interior, but this Grundig model

sizeable drum holds 12kg of clothes for washing and 8kg for drying. With ten wash

can accommodate a more-than-decent 8kg of washing and can cope with 5kg of

programmes on offer, this machine is particularly adept at lifting stains out of

laundry for drying purposes. Whether you pop in a cottons or synthetics load, you

your laundry, and it offers an extra stain removal function that lets you specify

can expect spotless and stain-free washing results, with wash cycles completed

the type of stain you want to eliminate. The rinse function is excellent, ensuring

with excellent rinsing and highly effective spinning to eliminate both detergent and

that all detergent is removed from your clothes, which is especially important for

moisture from your clothes. As well as usual wash programmes, those in a hurry

those with sensitive skin. Drying performance is pretty good but a maximum 8kg

can make use of a mini setting that claims to wash a full 8kg load in 28 minutes

drying load takes a lengthy seven hours, partly because of the unusually large load

and a small 2kg batch in 14 minutes. This machine also does a great job of drying

size – so you will need to be patient.Because this appliance is so big, energy use

your laundry, with pretty even results throughout the load. On the downside, this

is on the high end but it is quieter than most machines when washing and tumble

Grundig appliance is fairly heavy on both water and energy use, making it not the

drying. The spin cycle is inevitably a bit noisy, but it is very effective at eliminating

most eco-friendly of appliances.

excess moisture, reducing drying times. If you just want to freshen dry clothes up,
the i-Refresh function gets rid of smells, dust, moisture and allergens.
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Product Test/ Lawnmowers

Lawnmowers
With the grass once
again springing
out of the ground,
Consumer Choice
has four Choice Buy
lawnmowers that are
a cut above the rest.
REPORT by Clodagh O'Donoghue
At a glance
• Lawnmower types
• Mowing knowhow
• Four Choice Buys
Having some outdoor space has been
a real bonus over the last year but not
letting the grass get out of hand can
be something of an ongoing challenge.
Owning a lawn requires a fair amount
of maintenance but a great lawnmower
can help to reduce the time and effort
involved in keeping your garden in
shape. For those in the market for a new
lawnmower this spring, the choice will
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depend largely on the type of garden you
are dealing with, how much effort you
are prepared to put in and how fussy you
are about the finish.
Lawnmowers on the market
range from simple hand-pushed models
through to machines you plug in or
that are powered by petrol or battery.
The traditional hand-pushed model is
the ultimate environmentally friendly
choice, requiring only human effort to
power it and making very little noise
as it tackles your grass. However, the
cutting width tends to be narrow and
these inexpensive machines often
struggle with long or rough grass and
uneven terrain so they are best suited to
small, flat lawns where you are prepared
to cut short grass regularly. Electric
lawnmowers are a relatively affordable
and popular choice as long as you have
an available power point and do not
mind dragging a cable around. These
machines are typically lightweight and
easy to use; they can effectively handle
long or damp grass; and they often
collect clippings as you mow. Those
who want to ditch the cord, possibly
because they have a lot of obstacles

to manoeuvre around in their garden,
can opt for a battery-powered cordless
model. These machines tend to be on
the pricey end, however, and decent
battery life is key, so you don’t run out
of charge half way through your mowing
session. Along with improving battery
life in recent years, recharging times
have been reducing and having a spare
battery on hand can also prevent your
mowing session from being cut short.
If you have a really large garden, you
might be tempted by the added power
that a petrol lawnmower can provide.
These heavy-duty machines are adept
at tackling challenging uneven terrain
and long, rough grass. They often have
a wide cutting width to speed up the job,
but they are typically heavier and harder
to manoeuvre than electric mowers and
they can be tricky to start and refuel. In
addition to the problem of handling and
storing petrol safely, these machines
tend to be noisy and are not as ecofriendly as other options.

Mowing knowhow
Along with feeding, cutting your grass
properly will help to ensure that your
April 2021

lawn looks lush and healthy. Gardening
experts at Which, our sister organisation
in the UK, suggest the following tips:
• If using an electric model, put the
cable over your shoulder to keep it out
of your way to avoid cutting through it
accidentally.
• Begin by cutting around the edge of
the lawn.
• Work from the left-hand side of the
lawn, cutting up and down the length.
• Slightly overlap the previous strip each
time.
• Empty the collection box regularly to
avoid clumps of clippings dropping on to
the lawn.
• It is best to cut the grass when it's dry
as wet grass clippings are harder for the
lawnmower to pick up and you will likely

get lumps of clippings left on the lawn.
• You should never cut frosty grass as
this can damage the grass and can leave
marks where you have been.
• Finally, cut the edges with lawn shears
or a grass trimmer for a neat result.
		
Most mowers have a collection
bag or box that fills with clippings as you
mow to save you the trouble of raking
them up afterwards. Many machines
have an indicator to let you know how
full the bag is and if it needs to be
emptied. Some mowers offer a mulching
function that cuts up the clippings very
finely and pushes them back into the
turf as a mulch, where they can break
down and feed the grass.
		
The height of the blades on
most mowers can be easily adjusted
using a lever or button, although on
some hover mowers you will need to
add or remove spacers, which is a

more fiddly process. In spring, as the
mowing season begins, you should set
the blades high then gradually lower
them over the weeks, until you reach
the main cutting height of 25mm. For
most lawns, if you cut lower than this,
the grass can become weakened and
more susceptible to drought and other
problems. For luxury lawns that don't
get used much, however, you can cut as
low as 12mm in summer.
		
An appealing striped effect can
be achieved if you have a lawn mower
with a roller to squash the grass flat
after cutting it. When cutting stripes,
you will need to mow up and down the
lawn to get the desired neat effect.
The stripes are created by the light
reflecting off the grass blades, with
grass facing towards you appearing
dark, while grass facing away from you
looks lighter and the contrast of the two
creates the stripes.

The lengths we go to
Our lawnmower assessments present particular challenges for our testers, taking them out of the laboratory environments to see how these machines
fare in different types of garden scenarios and find out which ones make the cut. Testers seek to evaluate first how the lawnmower models tackle a
standard lawn representative of a typical back garden with a level surface and well-established, uniform grass. Testers record the time taken to mow the
plot, including emptying the grass catcher, and the weight of the grass clippings collected. The condition of the lawn is assessed both immediately after
and three days afterwards, looking at the evenness and cleanness of the cut, mulching efficiency and the overall quality of finish.
		
To evaluate how well lawnmowers cope with damp grass, the same standard test lawn test is used with mowing carried out following a light
shower or heavy dew leaving a uniform dampness – and, if necessary, a little light irrigation is used. For the long grass test, the grass on the standard test
lawn is let grow to an average height of 100mm across the entire area and testers rate the lawnmowers’ ability to cope, noting any hesitation, stalling,
blockage or excessive build-up of clippings. For the rough grass assessments, an area of grass that has been allowed to grow long, such as a wildflower
meadow, is identified and testers then rate the machines’ ability to complete the task and the quality of the cut produced.
		
Finally, to see how the lawnmower models deal with difficult terrain, two testers put them to work on an uneven or undulating lawn, a sloping
lawn, along a lawn edge next to a soil border and along a wall or fence. In each scenario, the testers note any problems encountered, such as grass missed,
slipping or loss of manoeuvrability, or whether the grass catcher becomes dislodged.

Useful contacts
Bosch
tel 0044 344 7360
www.bosch-garden.com/gb/
EGO
egopowerplus.ie/
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1. EGO LM1903E-SP €749 (Cordless)

2. EGO LM1701E-SP €599 (Cordless)

At the top of our table and also at the top of the price range, the
undoubtedly expensive Choice Buy EGO LM1903E-SP delivers
excellent performance and plenty of features for your money. At a hefty
27kg, this cordless lawnmower will be heavy to lift in and out of the shed
but it is a breeze to push thanks to the ten-speed self-propelled drive,
which makes it easy manoeuvre around, even up slopes and on rough
ground. Those with larger lawns will appreciate the 47cm cutting width
and seven cutting heights are on offer from 20mm to 80mm to tailor
your grass length as needed at different times of the year. This machine
produces an excellent finish whether you are dealing with a standard
lawn or uneven terrain and long, damp rough grass. The blades and fan
are designed to work in tandem for more effective grass collection and
the 55-litre collection box filled to 90% capacity in tests before requiring
emptying. This lawnmower works swiftly and battery life is decent at
around 23 minutes but a full recharge takes over an hour and a half, so
you will be hoping to get the job done in one go.

The Choice Buy EGO LM1701E-SP is a cordless lawnmower that not only
performs to a high standard but is easy to use and store. The 42cm cutting
width makes this machine suitable for medium-sized lawns and the results
are excellently smooth whether you are dealing with even surfaces or
rough terrain. This machine copes well with challenging areas like lawn
edges, around obstacles and up and down slopes and the self-propulsion
with variable speeds helps to greatly reduce the effort needed to push
and manoeuvre the substantial weight of 26kg around. Grass cuttings are
efficiently channelled into the 55-litre collector bag, further enhancing the
neat finish. The tested model was supplied with a 2.5Ah lithium-ion battery
that yielded 14 minutes in tests but this EGO model is compatible with
higher-powered batteries that will last longer, though they will need to be
bought separately, adding to the purchase price. Seven cutting heights are
on offer from 20mm to 80mm and the handle height can also be adjusted
to suit the person doing the pushing. In addition, the handles are foldable,
making this lawnmower easier to store.

10. Bosch Advanced Rotak 750 €329
(Electric)

Those with larger lawns and in the market for a corded electric
lawnmower might like to consider the Choice Buy Bosch Advanced
Rotak 750. This impressive lawnmower comes with a substantial
cutting width of 44 inches to help make quick work of mowing your
garden. A powerful machine with a 1,700W motor, this Bosch model
does a sterling job of cutting through short, long, rough, and even damp
grass, leaving a neat finish with an appealing stripe, and it can cope
well with all kinds of tricky terrain, including uneven and sloping ground.
The telescopic handle is height adjustable and this lawnmower is not
too hard to push for such a large machine, though manoeuvring around
obstacles can take a bit of effort, and it is great at trimming along lawn
edges, walls and fences. Bosch’s new design for adjusting cutting height
involves simply pressing a button to raise or lower the cutting deck and
there are seven heights between 20mm and 80mm to choose from. Also
newly designed, the grass collection bag holds a generous 50 litres and
fills effectively during mowing sessions.
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11. Bosch Universal Rotak 550 €299
(Electric)

The Choice Buy Bosch Universal Rotak 550 is the smallest model
in this Bosch range, providing some nifty features and good overall
cutting performance. With a cutting width of 36cm, this lawnmower is
suited to households with small to medium-sized lawns, and whether
you are tackling short, long, rough or damp grass, it will cope very
well, delivering a neatly striped finish thanks to the roller on the rear.
Those with tricky terrain to deal with, including uneven and sloping
sections, can rely on this Bosch model to be up to the challenge and
grass clippings will be effectively gathered as you mow into the 40-litre
grass-collection bag. For lawns with plenty of obstacles to navigate,
this lawnmower is easy to steer and manoeuvre, though with the same
ten-metre-long power cable as on the Advanced Rotak 750 model,
you may find you need to use an extension cord for getting down to
the end of your garden. Again, a single-button mechanism allows
you to effortlessly switch between six cutting heights, from 20mm to
70mm and the ergonomically designed handles and controls are very
comfortable to use.
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MODEL

SPECIFICATIONS
Price
(€)

Cutting
width
(cm)

TEST PERFORMANCE
Cutting height
(min-max, mm)

Number of
cutting height
settings

Weight
(kg)

Mulching

Performance
(50%)

Ease of use
(30%)

SCORE

Features (5%)

Energy use (5%)

Battery (5%)

Noise (5%)

USING THE TABLE

%

Star ratings are out of five.
SPECIFICATIONS
Price: Typical retailer’s price if you
shop around.

Cordless

1

EGO LM1903E-SP

749

47

20-80

7

27













80

2

EGO LM1701E-SP

599

42

20-80

7

26













75

3

Bosch Universal Rotak 36-550

640

38

25-70

7

13













68

4

Bosch CityMower18

329

32

30-60

3

9.9













64

5

Bosch Advanced Rotak 36-850

960

46

25-80

6

17.5













64

6

Gtech CLM021

590

42

30-80

6

13.5
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7

Ryobi OLM 1833B

300

33

25-65

5

7.5













53

8

Challenge 31cm Cordless mower

120

31

25-60

3

2.1













52

9

Karcher LMO-18-33

203

33

35-65

4

16
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10 Bosch Advanced Rotak 750

329

44

20-80

7

16.5









na
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11 Bosch Universal Rotak 550

299

36

20-70

6

14









na



69

12 Flymo Easistore 340R

320

34

20-60

5

11









na



59

13 McGregor 37 cm

120

37

20-70

6

12.3









na



57

14 Flymo Turbo Lite 250

85

25

10-30

3

5.1









na



47

15 Flymo Hover Vac 250

95

25

10-30

3

6.5









na



46

16 Stiga Multiclip 47 SQ B

375

45

35-80

5

24

✓✓









na



68

17 Mountfield SP53

410

51

27-90

5

35

✓✓









na



66

✓

✓

Electric

✓

TEST PERFORMANCE
Performance: Rating for the speed
and evenness of cutting for standard
grass, long grass, damp grass, rough
grass and difficult terrain, as well as
the finish quality both immediately
and after three days and the efficiency
of the mulching and grass collection
features.
Ease of use: Rating based on the
ease of use of starting the motor,
adjusting the handle height and
cutting height, emptying the grass
catcher, maintaining and storing the
machine as well as on the convenience
of mowing both in straight lines and
around obstacles, including the force
needed to push the mower, steering
ability, and comfort of the handle
grips. The clarity and level of detail
of the provided instructions for use,
maintenance and safety are also
assessed.
Features: Rating includes the presence
of such additional features as a
mulching function and grass catcher
as well as the range of cutting heights
and handle heights available.
Energy use: Rating for the fuel
consumption of petrol mowers,
electricity usage when mowing
of corded lawnmowers, and the
electricity used to charge the battery
for cordless lawnmowers.
Battery: Rating based on the amount
of surface that can be covered before
the battery runs out, both when fully
charged or following a quick charge, as
well as on the speed of charging.
Noise: The noise level of the engine
recorded by a sonometer at human
height just above the mower combined
with a subjective rating given at a
distance of ten metres from the
machine. The more stars, the quieter
the engine.

Petrol
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